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INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Farkas-type results have been used as one of the main tools in the theory of optimization [8] . Typical Farkas lemma for cone-convex systems characterizes the containment of the set where is a closed convex subset of a locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space (brieftly, lcHtvs), is a closed convex cone in another lcHtvs and is aconvex mapping, in a reverse convex set, define by the proper, lower semi-continuous, convex function. If the characterization holds under some constraint qualification condition or qualification condition then it is called non-asymptotic Farkas-type result (see [6] , [10] [11] [12] ). Otherwise (i.e., without any qualification condition), such characterizations often hold in the limit forms and they are called asymptotic Farkas-type results (see [7, 5, 9, 13] and references therein). In this paper, we mainly established several forms of asymptotic Farkas-type results for convex systems in the two means: systems convex with respect to a convex cone (called -convex systems) and systems convex w.r.t. an extended sublinear function S (called S -convex systems). The results can be used to establish the optimality conditions and dulaity for optimization problems where constraint qualification conditions failed, such as classes of semidefinite programs, or scalarized multi-objective programs, scalarized vector optimization problems. We shoned also that under some closedness conditions, these asymptotic Farkas lemmas came back to non- 
The set of all proper, lower semi-continuous (lsc in short) and convex functions on X will be denoted by 
where " K  " is the binary relation (generated by
The domain of h , denoted by dom , h is defined to be the set dom := { :
is closed (see [6] We consider also the extension of S as :  → ℝ ∪ {+∞} By setting
Given an extended sublinear function : → ℝ ∪ {+∞} , we adapt the notion S  convex ( i.e., convex with respect to a sublinear function) in [6] which generalized the one in [16] . "affine", "convex", "concave" or "arbitrary", respectively. Moreover, the equalities hold whenever one of the nets is convergent. [6] Similarly, limit superior of the net ()
It is clear that
It is clear that if h is
We say that ()
The following properties were given in [ 
provide that the right side of the inequalities are defined.
Approximate Farkas lemma for cone-convex systems
In this section we will establish one of the main result of this paper: the asymptotic version of Farkas lemma for convex systems, which holds without any qualification condition. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), 
Let
(i) , ( ) ( ) 0 x C g x K f x      ,(ii)i i i i C i f x y g x i x i I       o and * * * 1 2 3 * ( , ) (0 , 0), i i i i X x x x     (iii) there exist nets * () i i I yK    and ( * , , ) ∈ ⊂ * × ℝ such that * * * ( ) ( ), i i C i f y g i x i I       o and * * ( , ) (0 , 0), ii X x   (iv) there exists a net * () i i I yK    such that ( ) liminf( )( ) 0, . i iI f x y g x x C       o Proof. [(i) (ii)] 
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By the definition of the conjugate function, (2.1) implies that and the following statements: and the following statements: : ( ) , ( )( ) , .
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1. [6] . Moreover, if we replace (2.5) by 
Remark 2.2 It is worth noting that (d) was given in
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
and * * ( , , ) (0 , 0, 0). ( , ) = ( ) ( ), ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ), . 
, , 
By the definition of the conjugate function, (3.13) gives rise to So, for any xC  and   ¡ with ( )( ) ,
S g x   o we obtain from (3.17) 
